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Full-Time Faculty  By College - Fall 2006
LS&A % LA % CEPS % WSBE % HHS % TSAS % EOS % UNHM %
Total 81 239 39.4 126 20.8 49 8.1 65 10.7 20 3.3 1 0.2 25 4.1
men 64 16.0 127 31.8 105 26.3 39 9.8 30 7.5 16 4.0 1 0.3 18 4.5
women 17 8.3 112 54.4 21 10.2 10 4.9 35 17.0 4 1.9 0.0 7 3.4
Note: All percentages are based on the total count of 606 (586 Durham and 20 Manchester).
Source: WEBIntelligence (IR Matrix specs).  Includes full-time tenured and tenure track faculty, ranks of professor, associate professor & assistant
professor. Excludes librarians, research faculty.
Minority Faculty - Full-Time - Durham & UNHM  - Fall 2006 
%
Total 51 8.4   (of total)
men 32 62.7
women 19 37.3
native am/alaskan 1 2.0
black, non-hispanic 6 11.8
asian/pacific island. 31 60.8
hispanic 13 25.5
Minority Faculty By College - Full-Time Only - Fall 2006
LS&A % LA % CEPS % WSBE % HHS % TSAS % EOS % UNHM %
Total 2 3.9 21 41.2 16 31.4 9 17.6 3 5.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
men 2 3.9 12 23.5 11 21.6 7 13.7 0.0
women 0.0 9 17.6 5 9.8 2 3.9 3 5.9
native am/alask 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 2.0
black, non-hisp 0.0 5 9.8 0.0 1 2.0 0.0
asian/pac island. 2 3.9 9 17.6 13 25.5 6 11.8 1 2.0
hispanic 0.0 7 13.7 3 5.9 2 3.9 1 2.0
Note: Minority percentages are based on the full-time minority count of 51 (51 Durham and 0 UNHM).
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